Optimizing healthcare
in the cloud for
secure, efficient data
management

Healthcare organizations have several moving parts in their day-to-day operations. From
accessing sensitive patient and clinical data to managing health records and specialized
applications, access to data is more important than ever. And if that data isn’t being used
to its full potential, you lose all effectiveness which leads to increased risk and indecisive
decision making. Making your data work smarter is the result when you use a cloud
solution from Atos. Breaking down data silos so you have secure access, empowering
you and your team to make better decisions through analytics, and improving care and
clinical efficiencies are documented outcomes for Atos cloud solutions.
Cloud computing is Atos’ expertise
Atos can meet you wherever you are on your cloud journey and help you map a strategy to align with your business objectives. We can help
you with any size migration, from a largescale, full portfolio migration to an incremental, bite-sized approach. Whatever the scale, we focus on
your holistic strategy and ensure any solution aligns with that.

Cloud assessment
services
To start, we’ll assess your current state and
define an overall transformation strategy,
covering business process mapping, cloud
readiness/suitability assessments, platform
choices and more. We can analyze your
cloud cost structures, helping to develop
more predictable cost models, set realistic
expectations for cost variances, understand
consumption patterns and optimize costs.
We can also help identify the risks, exposures
and gaps in your public cloud strategy and
develop an appropriate security posture so
that cloud implementations don’t expose the
enterprise to new risks.

Cloud design
services
We’ll take the output of the cloud assessment
and work with you to implement a cohesive
transformation strategy. Our transformation
services provide you a reference architecture
required to run a secure enterprise in the
public cloud. We can begin with a pilot or
rapidly deployable execution model so you
can begin to see value quickly while keeping
long-term goals in mind.

Cloud transformation
services
Atos’ modular, flexible, industrialized
approach simplifies and expedites cloud
migration, allowing us to deliver on the
transformation plan at scale, from proof
of concepts to full enterprise rollouts. We
can help you systematically tackle large
application landscapes using our integrated
set of automated tools for infrastructure and
applications, including code assessments,
remediation and deployment.

To learn more about Atos healthcare solutions for healthcare organizations, please visit
atos.net/en-na/north-america/healthcare
Listen to the podcast:
Cloud platforms is improving healthcare
Dawn Myers – Cloud and digital services Leader at Atos
Listen how cloud platforms are being used in healthcare and how cloud services and patient care is coming together.
anchor.fm/atos-healthcare/episodes/How-a-cloud-platform-is-improving-Healthcare-ebrjok/a-a1on3ko
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